




Our Vision
Problems



#1 - No Time Frames



#2 - Too Many Goals



#3 - Nothing Exciting



#4 - Team Disconnect



#5 - Not Sharable



• No Time Frames
• Too Many Goals
• Nothing Exciting
• Team Disconnect
• Not Sharable 



The Result =
Generic Vision



Love God Love Others
Glorify God

Change the World
Make Disciples

Reach More
Launch More



The 10,000 Hour
Break-Thru



One Tool +
12 Templates



One Tool:
The Horizon Storyline

























EXAMPLE: 
Seven Mile Road Church 

Houston, TX 
2016 Church Plant 





Ushering in renewal as people far from God are 
warmly embraced by the real love of Jesus.
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Communal 
Mission Training 

Driver: Unified 
& Urgent Prayer  

Start monthly 
worship 

Plant team 
multiplies to 5 

HCs



One Tool +
12 Templates



12 Templates





THE 4 QUADRANTS
DEFINE THE 12 TEMPLATES

Three Overflow Templates

Three Become Templates

Three Advance Templates

Three Rescue Templates

6C H A P T E R



Your church’s vision is to bring the gospel  

to as many people as possible in your  

surrounding geography.

GEOGRAPHIC SATURATION 



TARGETED TRANSFORMATION
Your church’s vision is to identify a specific 

people, place, or thing you want to see 

changed dramatically by the gospel.



PEOPLE-GROUP PENETRATION
Your church’s vision is taking the gospel 

to a group of people who don’t have it yet.



INSTITUTIONAL RENOVATION
Your church’s vision is to rejuvenate an 

institution that matters to God, most 

often a ministry that historically has 

been significant but has lost a degree 

of relevance, focus, or momentum. 



NEED ADOPTION
Your church’s vision is to adopt a specific 

need you identify, often through compassion 

or mercy, typically triggered by studying 

the needs and then responding to them. 



CRISIS MOBILIZATION
Your church’s vision is to mobilize 

for crisis, or be prepared to mobilize 

for a future crisis.



SPIRITUAL FORMATION
Your church’s vision is for a spiritual 

formation that changes people and takes 

them along a significant pathway toward 

spiritual maturity.



PRESENCE MANIFESTATION
Your church’s vision is to welcome 

and experience God’s presence 

anticipating ripple effects far beyond 

the life of your congregation.



OBEDIENT ANTICIPATION
Your church’s vision is to live in a  

strategic or obedient anticipation of 

more clear revelation from God and 

with the intent to respond as He leads.



Your church’s vision is to develop more 

leaders so that God can direct them 

where he wants them to go.

LEADERSHIP MULTIPLICATION



CULTURAL REPLICATION
Your church’s vision is to replicate its 

model, whether via multi-site or other 

forms, spilling over to many places, 

new franchises, and new brands of 

“our” kind of ministry, vision, and brand.



ANOINTING AMPLIFICATION
Your church’s vision is to do all you can 

to leverage and amplify the impact of 

a particular leader, often someone 

who is a stellar teacher.




